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ABSTRACT: Droplet-based microfluidic systems are ideally
suited for the investigation of nucleation and crystallization
processes. To best leverage the features of such platforms
(including exquisite time resolution and high-throughput oper-
ation), sensitive and in situ detection schemes are needed to
extract real-time chemical information about all species of interest.
In this regard, the extension of conventional (UV, visible, and
infrared) optical detection schemes to the X-ray region of the
electromagnetic spectrum is of high current interest, as techniques
such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) provide for the
element-specific investigation of the local chemical environment.
Accordingly, herein, we report for the first time the integration of
millisecond droplet-based microfluidics with XAS. Such a platform
allows for the sensitive acquisition of X-ray absorption data from picoliter-volume droplets moving at high linear velocities.
Significantly, the high-temporal resolution of the droplet-based microfluidic platform enables unprecedented access to the early
stages of the reaction. Using such an approach, we demonstrate in situ monitoring of calcium carbonate precipitation by extracting
XAS spectra at the early time points of the reaction with a dead time as low as 10 ms. We obtain insights into the kinetics of the
formation of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) as a first species during the crystallization process by monitoring the proportion
of calcium ions converted into ACC. Within the confined and homogeneous environment of picoliter-volume droplets, the ACC
content reaches 60% over the first 130 ms. More generally, the presented method offers new opportunities for the real-time
monitoring of fast chemical and biological processes.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In recent years, droplet-based microfluidic systems have
emerged as powerful tools for the study of a variety of
chemical and biological processes.1−5 In simple terms, droplet-
based microfluidic systems generate, manipulate, and process
discrete droplets contained within an immiscible carrier fluid.
Such platforms enable the processing of monodisperse
(femtoliter−nanoliter volume) droplets at rates in excess of
tens of kilohertz and provide for precise control over each
droplet in terms of its size, location, and chemical payload. The
advantages of such platforms include low reagent consumption,
efficient heat and mass transfer, and the ability to perform
complex experiments in a high-throughput manner. Indeed, the
ability to create and homogenize temperature or solute
gradients within confined droplets makes them uniquely suited
for the study of fast reactions.6,7 Moreover, mapping the
position of each droplet as it moves downstream allows for the
extraction of high-temporal resolution kinetic data, regardless
of the acquisition time of the detection method being used. For
example, in the case of reactive systems, it is possible to match

volumetric flow rates and the locations where the system is
interrogated in order to probe reaction times on a millisecond
or sub-millisecond level.8 Indeed, it should be realized that
droplet-based microfluidic systems are best exploited when
combined with sensitive and high-throughput detection
methods that are able to probe individual droplet payloads.
To this end, a diversity of detection methods have been
successfully used with droplet-based microfluidic platforms to
allow for the real-time characterization of encapsulated species
and reactions.9 That said, probing such small (normally
picoliter) volumes is far from simple, due to reduced optical
pathlengths and the fact each moving droplet can only be
analyzed over a short time period.
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As noted, in situ characterization tools are necessary for
monitoring droplet contents in a rapid and efficient manner. In
this context, a wide variety of optical tools, including those
based on UV−visible absorption, fluorescence, photothermal,
Raman, and IR spectroscopies, have been used to probe
droplets in a sensitive and rapid manner. Of these, only Raman
and IR spectroscopies are able to extract significant amounts of
structural information in a direct manner. However, both
approaches suffer from background issues that hamper their
use in small volume environments. For example, (non-surface-
enhanced) Raman signals can often be polluted by background
fluorescence, and since water strongly absorbs in the infrared
region of the electromagnetic spectrum, the application of IR-
based tools in biological systems is frequently compro-
mised.10,11 Accordingly, the utility of techniques based on X-
ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is without doubt due to the
fact that XAS is an element-selective detection method that
allows chemical characterization via measurement of the
binding energies of core electrons.12,13

In recent years, synchrotron-based detection techniques
have been successfully interfaced with continuous-flow micro-
fluidic platforms and used to study a variety of processes,
including the nucleation and growth of nanomaterials, self-
assembly processes, and protein unfolding.14−18 For example,
XAS has been used to probe chemical species at laminar flow

interfaces in a spatially resolved manner.19,20 Moreover, other
X-ray-based analytical methods have been applied to droplet-
based microfluidic platforms, although these have primarily
been restricted to small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
studies.21−24 More recently, Levenstein et al. reported the
coupling of X-ray diffraction (XRD) with droplet microfluidics
for the identification of nucleating agents in calcium carbonate
crystallization,25 determining that bioactive glasses are efficient
nucleants for calcite. Finally, an X-ray-compatible cell for the
study of static microliter-volume droplets was recently
described by Xto and co-workers and applied to the
investigation of calcium carbonate crystallization under
controlled humidity.26 However, to the best of our knowledge,
there has been no report of in situ reaction monitoring using
XAS within a droplet-based microfluidic platform. XAS is a
powerful method for probing chemical environments in a
chemically specific manner. Importantly, and in contrast to
diffraction-based methods, it can be used to study both
crystalline and amorphous materials, revealing the oxidation
state and electronic band structures of the atoms of interest.
An XAS spectrum is obtained by measurement of the
absorption coefficient as a function of the incident photon
energy, either in a direct transmission mode or indirectly via
emitted fluorescence photons. XAS measurements can be
performed over large energy ranges; from “hard” (>5 keV) to

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the droplet-based microfluidic system for XAS measurements. A PDMS device is bonded to a Si3N4 membrane (450 nm
thick) supported by a silicon frame (500 μm thick). The microfluidic device is then fixed to a copper holding plate for proper alignment inside the
measurement chamber. (b) Schematic representation of the microfluidic device inside the measurement chamber. The X-ray beam enters the
microfluidic channel at a 45° angle, with the detector being placed at a 90° angle with respect to the incoming beam. A light-emitting diode and
lens coupled to a high-speed camera are used to visualize the droplets during analysis. (c) Schematic of the microfluidic channel network, showing
the flow-focusing junction for droplet generation, the mixing region, and an elongated channel for kinetic measurements. The incoming X-ray beam
is focused in the center of the channel for interrogation of the droplet stream.
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“soft” (0.1−1 keV) X-rays. Tender X-rays exist between these
two extremes (1−5 keV) and offer unique opportunities to
study absorption edges that are of interest to the materials and
life sciences communities, notably the K-edges of Na, Mg, Al,
Si, P, S, Cl, K, and Ca.27 A key advantage when using droplet-
based microfluidic tools to process samples for XAS analysis is
the minimization of the sample exposure to the probe beam.
Since droplets typically move at high linear velocities, their
transit time through the optical probe volume is often not
more than a few milliseconds, limiting the exposure of material
in each droplet to the incoming X-rays. In this way, prolonged
beam exposure that would otherwise alter or damage sensitive
samples (such as highly valent transition metals) or could
change chemical equilibria in aqueous solutions28 is elimi-
nated. That said, there are challenges associated with the
interrogation of droplet-based microfluidic tools with X-rays.
Most notably, the microfluidic device must be robust enough
to sustain beam exposure as well as strain from vacuum
environments, while ensuring high transmission to X-rays.
Herein, we present for the first time the combination of XAS

with a high-throughput droplet-based microfluidic platform for
in situ monitoring of fast processes and the extraction of
kinetic data. We first describe the fabrication of an X-ray-
compatible microfluidic device containing a microchannel
network tailored for rapid kinetic studies. We then investigate
the kinetics of amorphous CaCO3 formation by monitoring the
evolution of the Ca K-edge XANES (X-ray absorption near-
edge structure) spectra within picoliter-volume droplets at
various positions along the length of the primary microfluidic
channel. Understanding the detailed process of calcium
carbonate precipitation from supersaturated salt solutions is
of significant interest for many applications in geochemistry,
biology, and industry.29−31 For example, numerous living
organisms are able to precisely control calcium carbonate
formation and its incorporation in various functional
biomaterials.32 Moreover, calcium carbonate serves as a
fundamental model system for nucleation and is the center
of a yet unresolved controversy advocating either classical or
nonclassical nucleation models.33−36 XAS measurements at the
Ca K-edge enable the characterization of the local environment
of calcium centers.37 XAS has also been used to analyze
amorphous calcium carbonate intermediates and investigate
their relevance for converting to crystalline phases.38 In
another study, Politi et al. used X-ray absorption near-edge
spectroscopy in the larval stages of the sea urchin spicules to
reveal the initial formation of amorphous calcium carbonate
(ACC) prior to its crystallization into calcite single crystals.39

Since confined reaction environments are useful in spatially
controlling biomineral formation, droplet-based microfluidic
platforms are particularly well-suited for studying both
nucleation and crystallization processes in homogeneous
environments. In this regard, it should be noted that droplet-
based microfluidic systems have been successfully employed to
controllably generate amorphous and crystalline CaCO3, with
end-point characterization of samples (collected off-chip)
achieved using Raman spectroscopy.40,41

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Design and Fabrication of the X-ray-Compatible
Microfluidic Device
The X-ray-compatible microfluidic device comprises a single-layer
elastomeric chip (fabricated using soft lithography) and an X-ray-
transparent window (a Si3N4 membrane on a silicon frame) that

accommodates measurements with tender X-rays (Figure 1a). For
tender X-rays between 3090 and 4200 eV, the 450 nm thick Si3N4
window yields a transmission of 98%.42 XAS measurements along the
observation channel are possible at locations were the Si3N4 window
slit overlays the detection channel. Si3N4 windows were custom
fabricated from Si3N4-coated Si wafers (Si3N4: 450 nm thick, Si: 525
μm thick, MicroChemicals GmbH, Ulm, Germany) via KOH etching
following standard procedures.43 Photomasks were designed using
AutoCAD 2018 (Autodesk, San Rafael, USA) and printed onto high-
resolution photolithographic masks (Micro Lithography Services Ltd.,
Chelmsford, UK). The silicon layer is etched at a 54.7° angle;
therefore, attention must be paid to mask design, such that desired
feature dimensions are obtained. The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
part of the microfluidic device was fabricated following standard soft
lithography procedures.44 Briefly, microfluidic channel patterns were
designed using AutoCAD and printed onto high-resolution photo-
lithographic masks. An SU-8 master mold, having a layer height of 40
μm, was fabricated via standard photolithography. After fabrication,
the SU-8 mold was exposed to a chlorotrimethylsilane (Sigma-
Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) vapor for at least 3 h in a desiccator at a
pressure of 150 mbar to aid subsequent removal of cured PDMS. A
10:1 (w/w) mixture of PDMS base to curing agent (Elastosil RT 601
components A and B, Wacker Chemie AG, Basel, Switzerland) was
poured onto the master mold, degassed in a desiccator for 15 min,
and cured for 2 h at 70 °C. After the PDMS was peeled from the mold
and devices were diced, inlets and outlets (0.76 μm diameter) were
formed at desired locations using a hole puncher (Syneo, Florida,
USA).

Next, the structured PDMS substrates were aligned and bonded to
the Si3N4 windows after a 20 s exposure to an air plasma (EMITECH
K1000X, Quorum Technologies, East Sussex, United Kingdom). Two
minutes after bonding, a 5% solution of tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-
tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane (ABCR-chemicals, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many) in HFE 7500 Novec oil was injected into all microchannels
for a period of 5 min, followed by rinsing with pure HFE oil. This
treatment renders the internal surfaces hydrophobic. The height of all
microchannels in the fabricated device was 40 μm, and the width of
the elongated channel for XAS measurements was 200 μm. Figure 1c
depicts the microfluidic channel pattern used in this study. The device
comprises five inlets, one for the continuous phase and four for the
delivery of the aqueous reagents. In a first experiment, all aqueous
inputs contained a CaCl2 solution to obtain a spectrum of free
solvated calcium ions (Ca2+). Subsequently, in the kinetics experi-
ment, the outer aqueous channels supplied the solution of CaCl2 on
one side and of Na2CO3 on the other side, while the inner aqueous
channels carried a dilute solution of HCl and a stream of water,
creating a buffer layer to prevent the reagents from precipitating
prematurely (see also Figure 3a). The design of the channel and its
operation are described in more detail in the Results and Discussion
section. Importantly, this channel design could be easily adapted and
optimized for various applications, highlighting the versatility of the
method.

Microfluidic Device Operation and XAS Measurements

Precision neMESYS syringe pumps (CETONI GmbH, Korbussen,
Germany) were used to precisely control fluid flow rates. The flow
rate of the continuous phase was typically set to 12 μL/min, and the
total flow rate of the aqueous flows to 0.6 μL/min. At these flow rates,
droplets were generated at a frequency of 630 Hz, with a droplet
volume of approximately 15 pL. Gastight 10 mL and 250 μL syringes
(Hamilton AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland) were used for the oil phase and
for the aqueous phases, respectively. For the stated flow rates, syringes
could be operated for up to 13 h without interruption or intervention.
The tender X-ray energy range (between 3090 and 4200 eV)
necessitates operation within a vacuum or helium environment to
minimize attenuation of the incoming beam. Consequently, optimal
sealing of all the fluidic connections is a necessity. Syringes were
connected to polytetrafluoroethylene tubing (0.25 mm i.d. × 1/16 in.
o.d., Fisher Scientific, Reinach, Switzerland) via a Luer-lock adapter,
with the other ends connected to a short segment of Tygon tubing
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(TygonS-54-HL, i.d. 250 μm, Fisher Scientific, Reinach, Switzerland)
via metal pins (TE Needle 30 GA 1/2 in. Lavender, Buchsteiner,
Gingen, Germany). Tygon tubing was directly inserted into the inlets
of the microfluidic device to create a tight fluidic connection able to
withstand vacuum conditions without leakage.
XANES measurements at the Ca K-edge (E0 = 4038.5 eV) were

carried out at the PHOENIX I Beamline, Swiss Light Source (Paul
Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland). The microfluidic device was
fixed onto a copper holder using double-sided tape and then mounted
on an x-y-z stage for precise manipulation and alignment. The X-ray
beam enters the microfluidic channel at an angle of 45° to the surface,
with the solid-state fluorescence detector (Ketek GmbH, Germany)
being placed at a 90° angle with respect to the incoming beam (Figure
1b). A light-emitting diode lamp was used for bright-field illumination
of the device, with droplet formation being visualized using a zoom
lens (Leica Z16 APO A) coupled to a high-speed camera
(MotionBLITZ EoSens mini, MIKROTRON, Unterschleissheim,
Germany). All measurements were carried out in a helium
environment below atmospheric pressure. To generate this condition
while avoiding significant stress on the Si3N4 membrane, the exhaust
vial was connected via a 3-way valve to the inside of the chamber. In
this way, the pressure at the outlet of the chip could be precisely
controlled. Typically, measurements were performed as follows: with
the valve open (exhaust vial equilibrated with the inside of the
chamber), the chamber was pumped down to 100 mbar and then
vented with He to 750 mbar. This cycle was repeated twice; the valve
was then closed (yielding a pressure of 750 mbar He in the exhaust
vial), and the chamber pumped to 600 mbar. Due to the low
concentrations and small detection volume used here, long data
acquisition times are needed to achieve appropriate signal-to-noise
ratios. One scan typically took 8 min to acquire, with several scans
(between 10 and 15) being averaged to obtain the final spectrum.

Materials and Reagents

Calcium chloride dihydrate, sodium carbonate, and hydrochloric acid
37% (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) were used as received.
Purified water (Milli-Q, Merck Millipore, Burlington, USA) was used
to prepare all solutions and used as the water stream on-chip.
Aqueous solutions of 60 mM CaCl2, 80 mM Na2CO3, and 30 mM
HCl were prepared and loaded into the syringes prior to each
experiment. The continuous phase consisted of HFE-7500 oil (3M,
Minnesota, USA) containing 1.25% (w/w) of fluorosurfactant (RAN
Biotechnologies, Massachusetts, USA).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Situ XAS Measurement in Picoliter Droplets

To assess the capability of our platform to acquire high-
resolution XAS spectra, we first acquired a reference spectrum
from solvated calcium ions (Ca2+) and compared this to a
spectrum obtained from a bulk solution. All syringes were
loaded with a 60 mM CaCl2 solution, and thus droplets
contained only free solvated Ca2+. The X-ray beam was focused
to a 50 × 75 μm area, which is slightly larger than the size of a
droplet within the segmented flow. During initial experiments,
we observed that exposure of the PDMS substrate to a focused
X-ray beam yielded a distinct imprint on the surface within a
few seconds (Figure S1). This imprint appears as a darkened
area and is off-centered due to a parallax from the 45° angle of
the incident beam. We attribute this to the appearance of
colored centers in the PDMS bulk under beam exposure.
Importantly, we have observed that the shape of the channel is
not affected, and the stability of the droplets is not
compromised. We leveraged this effect to estimate both the
beam size and the beam position within the microfluidic
channel. To precisely align the beam with the droplet train and
thus maximize the signal, we first performed a cross-sectional
scan across the channel with the incoming energy set to 4050
eV (Figure 2a). The Si XRF profile (originating from the
PDMS substrate) clearly highlights the microchannel walls and
the 200 μm wide microfluidic channel width, while the Ca XRF
signal reports the centered position of the droplet train. It
should be noted that Ca XRF also increases at the channel
walls due to Si pileup counts overlapping with the Ca K-α line
(see Figure S2 for a more detailed explanation). Subsequently,
XAS spectra were acquired at the position giving the maximum
Ca counts, which corresponds to the center of the droplet
train. Figure 2b provides a comparison of Ca K-edge XANES
spectra obtained from a 100 μm deep flow cell with a 10 mM
CaCl2 solution (using a 50 μm X-ray beam) and from rapidly
moving 15 pL droplets containing 60 mM CaCl2. The
presented bulk spectrum was obtained by averaging five
scans, while the droplet spectrum was obtained by averaging 14
scans from a 40 μm deep microchannel (one scan takes 8 min
to acquire). As expected, signals from the microfluidic device
were lower than those originating from the bulk flow cell, due

Figure 2. (a) Cross-sectional scans perpendicular to the microchannel axis with droplets containing 20 mM Ca2+, reporting variations in XRF (X-
ray fluorescence) intensity for Si and Ca. The energy is maintained at 4050 eV. The variation in Si XRF (red) indicates the position of the channel
walls, whereas Ca XRF (blue) reports droplets centered in the middle of the channel. The Ca XRF increases at the channel walls due to Si pileup
overlapping with the Ca K-α line. The inset shows an image of the microfluidic device, with the corresponding cross section marked as a dotted
white line. The scale bar is 100 μm. (b) Comparison of Ca K-edge XANES spectrum obtained from a bulk solution (CaCl2 10 mM) within the flow
cell (black) and from picoliter-volume droplets (CaCl2 60 mM) (purple). Spectra have been vertically shifted to aid visualization.
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to the reduced optical path length and the fact that droplets are
separated by significant volumes of carrier oil. That said, the
excellent correspondence between spectra originating from
droplets and those from the flow cell confirms that high-
resolution XAS spectra can be measured with excellent signal-
to-noise within fast-flowing, picoliter-volume droplets.
Kinetics of Calcium Carbonate Precipitation in Droplets

Next, we employ our platform to monitor the early stage of
CaCO3 precipitation from free solvated ions by mixing calcium
chloride and sodium carbonate:

+ → +CaCl (aq) Na CO (aq) CaCO (s) 2NaCl (aq)2 2 3 3
(1)

Time-resolved SAXS studies of ACC formation have
previously reported that ACC is formed within the first
second of mixing, highlighting the need to investigate the early
times of the reaction on a millisecond time scale.45,46 These
SAXS measurements, however, were limited by the minimum
cluster size that can be detected, and thus observations of the
first few milliseconds after mixing were precluded. The
microfluidic channel network used in the current study was
designed and optimized to measure kinetic data on a
millisecond to second time scale. Indeed, we have recently
used a similar design for the study of enzyme kinetics on sub-
millisecond time scales.8 Briefly, the channel structure allows
for the rapid acceleration of droplets immediately after droplet
formation to decrease mixing times. This acceleration phase is
followed by droplet deceleration to allow for efficient
interrogation of droplets in the measurement channel. In the
current work, the chip consists of four inlets to introduce
aqueous reagents and one inlet to introduce the oil phase. The
four inner channels unite at the flow-focusing junction where

15 pL volume droplets are generated at a rate of 630 per
second. Immediately after formation, the droplets are
accelerated and mixed via chaotic advection within a short
winding section of the channel.47 An increase of the channel
width in the main observation channel is used to slow droplets
down and direct them toward the middle of the channel. XAS
spectra are then acquired at various positions along the length
of the channel (Figure 3a). Droplet velocity is extracted via
analysis of bright-field movies and the reaction time
corresponding to each measurement position calculated. The
two side aqueous inlets are used to inject CaCl2 and Na2CO3,
whereas the two central inlets are used to inject water and a
HCl solution. The water and HCl streams act as a slightly
acidic buffer layer to prevent precipitation at the interface
between CaCl2 and Na2CO3 and ensure that mixing occurs
after droplet formation. Moreover, such a configuration allows
tuning of reagent concentrations and pH on-chip. In the
current study, the flow rate of CaCl2 (60 mM) and Na2CO3
(80 mM) was 0.2 μL/min, whereas the flow rate of water and
HCl (30 mM) was 0.1 μL/min. This yielded effective
concentrations (in each droplet) of 20 mM for CaCl2, 26
mM for Na2CO3, and 5 mM for HCl. These concentrations
yield a pH of 10.2 and supersaturation ratio of 2.022 for
amorphous calcium carbonate, indicating that precipitation will
occur after droplet generation (ACC will precipitate at a pH of
8.2 or greater).48 Using a slight excess of carbonate ensures
that all the calcium ions will react with a carbonate radical, and
thus there is no unreacted calcium that could be measured in
the background.
CaCO3 exists as three anhydrous polymorphs (calcite,

aragonite, and vaterite), as well as the highly unstable
amorphous ACC phase. We measured in situ XANES spectra

Figure 3. Kinetic analysis of ACC from CaCl2 and Na2CO3 solutions. (a) Schematic of the microfluidic device used for the kinetics measurements.
The colored rectangles along the primary microchannel indicate the positions where XAS spectra were recorded and correspond to reaction times
of 10, 130, 1100, and 2200 ms. (b) Ca K-edge XANES spectra of solvated calcium ions (Ca2+) (60 mM CaCl2) in droplets, Ca K-edge XANES
spectra of impurity-free ACC under 80% humidity, and Ca K-edge XANES spectra measured at increasing reaction times. (c) Relative contribution
from free calcium ions (Ca2+) and ACC as a function of time. Data were obtained from an LCF of each spectrum from the reference spectra.
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at four different positions along the microfluidic channel,
corresponding to reaction times of 10, 130, 1100, and 2200 ms.
The corresponding XANES spectra are presented in Figure 3b,
along with reference spectra of free Ca2+ ions and ACC
(measured in impurity-free ACC under 80% humidity, using
an aerosol-based synthesis49). On the XANES spectra, the
sharp intense peak from the rising absorption edge is referred
to as the white line. The calcium K-edge XANES spectrum
exhibits a distinct prepeak centered at 4039.0 eV as a result of
the 1s−3d transition. The white line peak for solvated calcium
ions has a signature energy centered at 4050.0 eV, whereas in
the ACC phase, the white line of the Ca K-edge XANES shifts
to 4049.0 eV. As the reaction time increases, the Ca white line
continuously shifts to lower energies (∼1 eV) but does not
show any shape change (inset of Figure 3a). This shift is
correlated to the change in average oxygen coordination
number (0.7 eV for each O atom)50 and tracks the movements
of water molecules around the Ca ion. It is known that for a 6
M CaCl2 solution, the mean coordination number is 7.2
(±1.2) water molecules at an average Ca−O distance of 2.437
(±0.010 Å).51 Therefore, the 1 eV shift we observe points
toward a decrease in the number of oxygen atoms toward six
atoms around the Ca atom. For each time point, we
determined the fraction of free Ca2+ ions and the fraction of
ACC via a linear combination fitting of the reference spectra
using the Athena software package.52 The resulting kinetic
curve shown (Figure 3) consists of two kinetic phases: a steep
increase of ACC fraction within the first 100 ms and a
subsequent slower phase reporting a further increase of the
ACC content. Such an observation confirms that ACC is the
first intermediate species in the carbonate crystallization
process.34 Importantly, for the concentrations employed here,
ACC precipitation occurs quickly over the first few milli-
seconds of the reaction, with ACC formation reaching 60%
after 130 ms. For the time scales investigated here, we do not
observe any further crystallization of the ACC polymorph to
calcite or vaterite phases within the confined volume of a
droplet. These more stable crystalline polymorphs are know to
form over longer time scales. Furthermore, our observation is
in good agreement with previous results suggesting that
confinement within small volumes drastically slows down the
nucleation of crystalline phases of CaCO3.

53,54 Finally, it can
be seen that droplets offer increased control over the crystal
polymorph, as previously reported,40 due to their homoge-
neous composition and the lack of contained impurities.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented for the first time the
combination of X-ray absorption spectroscopy with droplet-
based microfluidics for in situ reaction monitoring with
millisecond time resolution. Specifically, we have developed a
versatile and X-ray-compatible microfluidic device that is easy
to fabricate and can be used for a variety of applications.
Importantly, we demonstrate that high-quality XAS spectra
within picoliter-volume droplets moving at high velocity may
be acquired in a reliable and robust fashion. To prove both the
concept and utility of the approach, we show that
monodisperse and impurity-free droplets provide well-defined
environments in which to perform and probe CaCO3
crystallization. In this regard, we successfully monitored
CaCO3 precipitation from free solvated ions and the formation
of an amorphous phase on a millisecond to second time scale.
We expect that the combination of XAS with droplet-based

microfluidics will be of significant interest for the materials
community at large and particularly for the investigation of
nucleation and crystallization processes and the mechanisms of
rapid reactive chemistries with an exceptional level of structural
detail.
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